Architectural design methods are starting to be based on very complicated techniques different from the old ones. These methods of design are usually the black box of the famous architectural firms, which are usually hidden. One of these techniques of design is what is known by Parametric Modeling PM, its roots in architecture started ages ago. Ancient Egyptians 1 , Greek/Roman 2 , and Islamic architecture 3 used mathematical relations as an application for construction, dividing lands and designing Temples. Architectural components are first theoretically studied for various styles from bibliography and from existing monuments. Each component is then described with a minimal set of parameters.
INTRODUCTION
Parametric Modeling is turning design into a set of principles encoded as a sequence of parametric equations. The equations are used to express certain quantities as explicit functions of a number of variables. By changing any parameter in the equation new forms and new shapes could be generated (Fig.1) . Parametric design is a subcategory of algorithmic design, and is strictly based on an algorithmic construct. Computationally speaking, there is no difference between algorithmic and parametric systems; algorithms by default operate on parameters, and a parametric system"s fundamental component is the algorithm itself, called the schema or definition. However, different than algorithmic design, parametric systems emphasize the explicit and direct manipulation of the parameter values in order to induce a change on the design artifact. This simple difference between a purely algorithmic versus parametric design manifests itself only during the design process, where the parameter values are changed by the designer in order to manipulate the design geometry in search of the optimal design solution. Parametric modeling PM is based mainly on using certain input variables to generate new designs based on these variables. This concept application differs according to the period and the technologies available at each period, but usually the parametric modeling is related to mathematics. Parametric Modeling is interfered in many related terminologies for a modeling technique. ) Fig.2 ) shows It"s existence in a hierarchy with those related terms: digital, computational, algorithmic and generative modeling.
Digital Modeling
It"s modeling using digital software without any computation restrictions. It"s a digital form-making process rather than a form finding-process. 
Fig.2 Digital Modeling hierarchy
Historically many buildings or facades were designed based on certain proportional mathematical rules that maintain the relation between certain proportions, and if the main length side is changed the whole façade or design should be changed based on the rule, which represents a parametrical approach in design. In our contemporary architecture, the parametric design progressed through many generations which are based on computers applications. The journey of PM in architecture from ancient world to our contemporary architecture will be discussed and analyzed.
PARAMETRIC MODELING IN ANALOGUE AGES.
The applications of parametrical rules could go back in the history to the ancient Egyptian period; according to researches ancient Egyptians architects were the first to create theirs Facades based on mathematical relations which represents the simplest form of parametric design 4 .
PM in Ancient Ages

PM in Ancient Egyptian
In 1863, Viollet-le-Duc suggested that the ancient Egyptians used three main triangles in their designs: the 3-4-5 Triangle, the equilateral triangle, and what he called Egyptian triangle. The Egyptian triangle is connected to equilateral triangle and in fact derived from it, and this is clear in figure 1 . In the Egyptian triangle, the ratio between the base and the height can be approximated by means of the ratio 8:5 . Also in 1899, French architectural historian Auguste Choisy Stated that the Egyptians used also three other triangles similar to these of Viollet but he discussed that the third triangle is generated by the "mean and extreme ratio" which is an introduction to the golden section (Fig.  3 ) 5 .
A proportion may be defined as a relation among four values, or as an equality of two ratios: a: b = c: d. A proportion is called "continuous" if there is a common term between the ratios: a:b = b:c If c = a + b, it is possible to establish a proportion which involves two terms only, instead of the four of the first example and the three of the second: a:b = b:(a+b) that is, the 4 Gillings, Richard J. (1982) . Mathematics in the Time of the Pharaohs. Dover. 5 Archibald, R. C. "Notes on the Logarithmic Spiral, Golden Section and the Fibonacci Series". Retrieved 1 October 2015.
Computational Modeling
It is modeling using digital software using computational rules and simulation.
Algorithmic Modeling
Is a finite set of instructions that aim to fulfill a clearly defined purpose in a finite number of steps? An algorithm takes one value or a set of values as input, executes a series of computational steps that transform the input, and finally produces one value or a set of values as output. Generative Modeling Two important and distinguishing points that make a computational model generative; the rule or logic and the feedback loop, where the model takes its own output for input, to relatively generate complex results using iteration.
Parametric Modeling
The simple difference between a purely algorithmic versus parametric design manifests itself during the design process, where the parameter values are changed by the designer in direct manipulation in order to induce a change on the output. ratio between two terms is equal to the ratio between the larger term and the sum of the two. (Fig. 4) .
And consequently the golden section rule can be generated based on the same rule "In a: b = b:c, then b2 = ac, whereas in a:b = b:(a + b) then b2 = ab + a2. These conditions are visualized in figure 5 , where the scheme represents the geometrical properties of the Golden Section: if we assume that b = 1, the semi-diagonal of the square can be easily calculated as √5/2. Therefore, the smaller term is equal to √5/2 -½, while the sum is equal to √5/2 + 12= 1.618033989 . . .: this irrational number, usually defined by the Greek letter Φ, is the numerical value of the Golden Section.". (Fig. 5 ). According to other researches the golden section was clear in many of the ancient Egyptian buildings, many of statues and reliefs and claimed to have found that they were all designed according to the Golden Section. One of the discussions was the created section by Matila Ghyka for the sketch of pyramid Khufu (Fig. 6) . 
PM in Greek and Roman Architecture
The main features of Greek and Roman architecture was based on ordered components, geometric proportion. Gottfried Semper outlines concerning the history of Greek and Roman architecture a scheme of proportions, which he is careful to state is mere means of comparison it"s the following: "if we take three average distances from columns-axis as the basis of rectangle, whose vertical sides are equal to the height of the order, measured from the level of the top step of the level of the top of the stylobate, to the upper level of cornice, we thus construct the normal rectangle, whose measure of length or modulus is the lower radius of the column". (Fig. 7) . 6 
PM in Islamic Architecture
In the Islamic designs, geometry represents the order, harmony and beauty in calculations, scale and proportion. It clearly exists in the design of plans, façade, ornaments and patterns. It expresses many concepts of Islam such as the unity and the oneness of Allah, the perfection and the infinity of creation in the universe, the containments and the continuity. 7 The main proportions of the Islamic style depend on the square proportions (ex: Islamic proportion 1: √2) in which the square is the basic module shape that generates the other geometric forms such as the famous Islamic star, octagonal Islamic rose. In addition, square gives the basic axes and symmetry in the main internal spaces such as the Courtyard in the mosques. So far the role of geometry has been fundamentally dependent in which it contains, regulates and supports the module of the elements. (Fig. 8 ).
PM in the Nineteenth Century 2.2.1 Antoni Gaudí (1852-1926)
Architect Antoni ( Fig. 9 ) Gaudí was the first who began designing with parametric catenary curves and parametric hyperbolic paraboloids at the end of the ninetieth century. It is impossible to know whether Gaudí was directly influenced by the various scientists and mathematicians who had earlier used parametric equations to define geometry. Gaudí"s deep understanding of mathematics underlies his architecture, especially his later architecture, which almost exclusively consists of mathematical ruled surfaces -helicoids, paraboloids, and hyperboloidsparametrically associated together with ruled lines, booleans, ratios, and catenary arches. (Fig.10) . Whether or not Gaudí knew of the earlier work defining geometry with parametric equations, Gaudí certainly employed models underpinned by parametric equations when designing architecture. The use of parametric equations can be seen in many aspects of Gaudí"s architecture but is perhaps best illustrated by his use of the hanging chain model. The hanging chain model originates from Robert Hooke"s anagram, which unscrambled and translated from Latin reads "as hangs the flexible line, so but inverted will stand the rigid arch". (Fig. 11 ).
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Gaudí used this principle to design the Colònia Güell Chapel by creating an inverted model of the chapel using strings weighed down with birdshot. Because of Hooke"s principle, the strings would always settle into a shape that, when inverted, would stand in pure compression. The hanging chain model has all the components of a parametric equation. There are a set of independent parameters (string length, anchor point location, birdshot weight) and there are a set of outcomes (the various vertex locations of points on the strings) which derive from the parameters using explicit functions (in this case Newtons laws of motion). By modifying the independent parameters of this parametric model Gaudí could generate versions of the Colònia Güell Chapel and be assured the resulting structure would stand in pure compression.
Kiesler (1890-1965)
Kiesler built large 1:1 prototypes of parts of the Endless House design using suspended netted structures to simulate tension of multiple-directional forces and used his bodily experience to shape the space from inside the model. It is not just a sculptural 8 http://www.danieldavis.com/a-history-of-parametric. form. It is a co-ordinate of strictly dimensional areas, all different in height, width, shape, and textures.". He used splines, borrowing techniques established in the shipbuilding industry, to draw horizontal and vertical sections to map the complex external curvature of the surface of the Endless House. (Fig.  12 ).
Louis Sullivan (1856-1924)
Louis Sullivan (1856-1924) was an early American modernist architect, known for his pioneering work with the skyscraper form and for his intricate and integrated ornamentation. His ornamentation has to a large extent become the defining characteristic of his work -in part because it is so unique and in part because it is so incredibly complex. While at first glance his ornamentation appears to be fluid and organic -plastically and intuitively manipulated -his processes of design generation and production were actually a complex, rigorous system with very specific rules. Just before his death in 1924, Sullivan produced a series of sketches in plates titled A System of Architectural Ornament. A process that he followed to generate ornamentation. (Fig.13)   9 
Le Corbusier in (1887, 1965)
One of the most common theories in the early of the twentieth century was that stated by Le Corbusier in 1925 which is "geometry and gods sit side by side" he held geometry to be one of mankind"s greatest achievements, and his belief in transferring the laws found in nature, mathematics, and music into art and architecture produced the modular. The modular represents the revivalism of other old theories. (Fig. 14) Le Corbusier generated a system of harmony and with relation to the human body. The Modular system is based on using two heights 113 cm and 226 cm where he scaled these up or down according to golden ratio. Mathematically, he multiplied these heights based on golden ratio to obtain height. The concept is similar also to the Fibonacci theory. Many of his works reflect clearly the modular theory.
PM in the Twentieth Century 2.3.1 Luigi Moretti (1907, 1973)
Moretti wrote extensively about "parametric architecture," which he defines as the study of architecture systems with the goal of "defining 9 Selçuk Köse, sources of the exoticism in the architecture of Louis Sullivan: the primitive, the oriental, the natural, the middle east technical university, 2004. Moretti uses the design of a stadium as an example (Fig.15) 
Frei Otto 1967
Otto (Fig.16 ) calls designing with these models form finding. A phrase that foregrounds the exploratory nature of parametric modelling. In Gaudí"s case, the hanging chain model facilitates exploration of form both by constraining Gaudí to structurally sound shapes, and by automatically deriving these shapes whenever Gaudí modifies the parameters of the model.
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Frei Otto regarded form-finding as a method of research and design of the emergent properties of natural systems, through which buildings will become less unnatural than in the past. This is a large step in lessening the impact mankindhas on the planet. The work of Otto"s practice, The Institute for Lightweight Structures, is based around process of seeking form for large engineering constructions through careful constrcution and documentation of experimental phyiscal models. Every experiment conducted by the group serves as a model for the future explanation of forces and force transpositions of the particular form in question. Forces of surface tension of soup bubbles where the trigger for some of his designs. (Fig. 17-18 ). Otto deems it absolutely necessary that Form-finding Architecture be an interdisciplinary pursuit, made up of architects, engineers, biologists, philosophers, physicists, and synergists. It is the ethical task of the group to fit every unavoidable new structure into its environment with a minimum of materials and energy consumption, eventually in such a way that it becomes part of an ecological system.
3.PARAMETRIC MODELING IN THE DIGITAL AGE.
Computer graphics technology was developed in the early 1950s; this was the start for the new technology that helped architects to discover a new world of designs based on complicated computations. This technology starts with a very primary capabilities and starts to progress till it reached the contemporary form. The progression of this technology is reflected clearly on architectural design and consequently, on the contemporary architectural language. The progression of the computer graphics technology is reflected clearly on architectural design and consequently on the ideology and methodology of applying 10 http://www.danieldavis.com/a-history-of-parametric. 11 Ibid. parametrical design. 12 The main role of computer graphics technology in architecture was different through the whole journey of this technology progression. In the 1960s the computers" role in architecture was trying to imitate human. through many concepts such as graph theory and machine learning. In the 1970s, the role was to create intelligent systems to assist designers in their decision making by reducing their efforts in taking many design decisions, by many systems such as automated design, expert systems, and other formalistic based concepts. Later on, by the 1980s and the spread of the personal computers architects start to use their personal computers to present their work, and discover new forms. 13 Today, computers are gradually involved in the architectural design process. Their roles differ from drafting, and modeling to intelligent knowledge based processing of architectural information. The contemporary parametrical design in architecture is moving side to side with the progression of computer technology, and their applications in architecture. Its progression depends mainly on the available technology at each time. Through three main generations the progression of this method can be discussed, from the first generation of only using mathematical relations based on primary graphics applications to the next generation as a reflection for the spread of the personal computers, till the last generation which reflects the mature application for the computational power.
First generation (1960 -): Pure application for the parametric equations.
This phase is the primary application for the concept of parametric design. It is based on mathematical equations that generate forms based on changing the equations or the variables (Fig. 19) . By changing one of the variables or the equations, new forms will be generated. Architects like Felix Candela started using this method in his projects based on parametric equations that generate forms, and consequently, these equations helped him in designing the form structurally. It reflects also the progression of the historical mathematical rules that constraints the proportions of the elevations, since the designer here generates the form based on his mathematical equations. 12 Zellner, Peter, "Hybrid Space: New forms in digital architecture" New York: Rizzoli,1999. 13 Negroponte, N. "The Architecture Machine, Cambridge: MIT Press, 1970.
Fig.19 Various forms generated by Mathematical equations.
This generation reflects clearly the basic and primary applications for the computer technologies at the sixties period, which is based mainly on pure programming and mathematics, and also on very primary display technologies. It shows the classical ideology of using computers in generating architectural forms which was influenced by other engineering applications based mainly on mathematical equations. No software was available in this phase (as the computing technology was still primary).
Despite that the appearance of this concept was at 1960s many of our architects are still applying this concept but with our contemporary technologies. This example was designed by Felix Candela who generated the form of the restaurant, based on a matrix of mathematical equations that generated Hyperbolic paraboloid, this matrix contained all the equations that generated all the parts of the form, and by changing the main variables which were the height and the width, new forms were generated based on these equations. (Fig. 20) 
Second generation (1960 -): Formalistic description of relations.
It is based on creating relationships between geometrical objects of a certain project, and by changing any dimension of one of the objects the whole design will be modified (Fig. 21) . Parametric design in this generation suggests the use of parameters to generate a form but the greater importance here, are the underlying relations between elements of the form. Set of relationships between objects are maintained while the elements can be independently modified. When interdependencies between objects are determined, the objects" behavior under transformations is efficiently defined. Relationships can also be revisited and revised during the design process. This concept comprises perfectly with new common software available at that time, where the designer mainly starts creating these relationships based on parametrical sliders in this software. The applications of 3d software start to be clear here; usually most of these forms are generated based on 3d software, which is different from the previous phase, where the forms were created based on mathematical equations. It reflects the ideology of digital architecture that is based on the spread of personal computers, which is only discovering new forms without any targets. It can be simply stated that it is only the experimental era of the powerful potentials of the personal computers, and the use of the available software to generate new forms that may not solve any design problems. Available software was used with their primary capabilities, with only showy results more than using the software with their embedded languages or scripts full potentials.
Examples; -Programmable housing, By Kas Oosterhuis (1999). The house is a resultant of a collaborative design process between the designer and the client. The concept involves the future client, who can design his residential unit based on changing certain variables (sliders in a software), and since all the parameters of the form are related, the change of main parameters can generate another designs. It reflects the concept of the second generation clearly through the unrealistic form, and the relationships between the parameters of the house. (Fig. 22 ).
Embryological house, Greg Lynn (1997-2002), The "spline" proved most relevant for its simple and concise parametric capacity. It could be pushed, pulled, stretched in a relation with rotation around another spline curve to produce blobby surfaces. (Fig. 23 ).
Third generation (2000 -): Contemporary parametric architecture.
The contemporary parametric design is based on designing an algorithm to generate the project. The parameters here will be the inputs of this algorithm, and by modifying the parameters new designs will be generated. It is similar to the previous phases but the different here is that the parameters are inputs in algorithms not in pure algebraic equations, which represents a wider spectrum for the idea of parametric design. The designer here starts to create his algorithm by determining certain procedures that at the end generates the final form which fulfills the designer rules (Fig. 24) . The algorithmic steps could be used to create relations between geometrical entities similar to the previous parametric relations, or it may be based on mathematical equations. And by changing any of the input parameters new design variables will be generated.
This generation represents clearly matured applications for using computers in the architectural designs. It reflects the full computational power of computers with their software and hardware, which is different from the previous generations where most of the designs are not-realistic. Most of the designed projects of the first two It is a multi-functional building, commercial and residential tower, and through the use of parametric design the architect was able to generate a tower that fulfills the client"s aim, which is to reach the maximum profit. The concept of increasing the revenue was based on improving the design of residential units, through improving their orientation, their sight to the sea, and designing the commercial podium with the best function. Based on the previous concept the architect starts designing his algorithm.
The main concept is the use of parametric design to study all the alternatives to reach the optimum solution through the input of variables in an algorithm. It is fulfilled by using a parametrical design which is based on creating inputs in a Genetic algorithm. A genetic algorithm is a subset of heuristic search methods for solving optimization problems, simulating biological evolution. Genetic Algorithm has unique terminology due to its origins in biological evolutionary science. The process of problem solving in GA is fairly simple, despite its ability to solve highly complex problems. Initially; a population is randomly generated with a sufficient amount of characters (called chromosomes) allowing for a wealth of genetic information to be processed and therefore, statistically provides a better solution, although the bigger the population; the more computing power is needed. Individuals are then selected on a basis of performance rules defined by the architect (in our example is the sight) prior to the process. At this stage, a number of genetic operators (stochastic operators) become in effect, such as crossovers. Crossovers are swapping of parts of two characteristics (chromosomes) selected for their fitness, producing a new offspring of individuals containing some genetic material from each parent individual. This process is repeated and reiterated to produce more refined generations gradually through selection.
Step 1: Generating the Podium (commercial)
The first step done by the architect was to determine the place of the main plaza to create the design of the retails zone. And to determine the position of this plaza the architect studied the important nodes around the site like the distance to transportation, existing plazas, surrounding retail, and directions of solar exposure (Fig. 25-26 ). These nodes were used in the algorithm as numerical functions to show the best position for the plaza according to the surrounding nodes. Using the evolutionary algorithm many alternatives were generated after thousands of iterations, based on the evolutionary function stated by the architect. By the end of this step, the final position for the plaza was determined. Step 2:
Generating the residential towers.
This step represents the crucial step for generating the main form to reach the optimum sight for the residential units. The architect here used the evolutionary algorithm which is based on generating the final form in such a way that the circumference "s facing the sight will be increased to the maximum and at the same time avoiding the obstacles (buildings in the lower floors). In This phase, the input is a proposed circumference for a plan and many variables are generated using the algorithm to optimize the sight for some floors till last floor. The algorithm now generates the optimum plans for the two towers. (Fig. 27 ).
Step 3: Generating the final form.
In this step, the algorithm starts generating many alternatives for the final form according to the previous steps. At the same time these alternatives are compared. Then the final form is selected, according to performance and cost. (Fig. 28-29) . Fig.26 The algorithm generates the alternatives to fulfill the designers aim. Fig.27 Circumference of the residential tower is being generated to improve the sea sight for the units. 
4.
CONCLUSIONS Parametrical Modeling role in architecture varies from primary to complicated applications. The method of applying parametrical Modeling, its role, and its potentials in architecture, are reflection to the technology and culture available at each time. Parametrical Modeling role during analogue ages was a primary application that concerned only with designing facades or sections with certain geometrical proportions, to assure the aesthetics aspects in design. It also reflects the primary knowledge with its simple mathematics, and lack of technology. Parametrical applications during digital ages started to develop regarding the progression of information technology. Their role in architecture can be summarized in three generations; in first generation, their role was developed from only creating geometrical proportions to generating forms based on mathematical equations. In second generation, their role progressed from only mathematical equations generating forms, (depending on progressed software) to relations between geometrical forms. The third generation reflects the use of algorithms in parametric design in a way of regarding and discovering the unknown at its very best, it is programming that goes beyond developing commercial software applications. It becomes a technique of exploring and mapping our own way of thinking. The role of parametric design in this generation is solving architectural problems, experimenting design, generating new forms, and sometimes generating plans. Parametric design becomes the technique by which one can extend and experiment with rules, principles, and outcomes of traditionally defined architectural processes.
